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About this report
This report has been prepared in accordance with the responsibilities set out within the Audit Scotland’s Code of Audit Practice (“the Code of Audit Practice”).
This report is for the benefit of East Lothian Council (“the Council”) and is made available to Audit Scotland and the Controller of Audit (together “the Beneficiaries”). This report has not been designed to be of benefit to anyone except the
Beneficiaries. In preparing this report we have not taken into account the interests, needs or circumstances of anyone apart from the Beneficiaries, even though we may have been aware that others might read this report. We have
prepared this report for the benefit of the Beneficiaries alone.
Nothing in this report constitutes an opinion on a valuation or legal advice.
We have not verified the reliability or accuracy of any information obtained in the course of our work, other than in the limited circumstances set out in the introduction and responsibilities section of this report.
This report is not suitable to be relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against KPMG LLP (other than the Beneficiaries) for any purpose or in any context. Any party other than the Beneficiaries that obtains access to this report or
a copy (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002, through a Beneficiary’s Publication Scheme or otherwise) and chooses to rely on this report (or any part of it) does so at its own risk. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG LLP does not assume any responsibility and will not accept any liability in respect of this report to any party other than the Beneficiaries.
Complaints
If at any time you would like to discuss with us how our services can be improved or if you have a complaint about them, you are invited to contact Andy Shaw, who is the engagement leader for our services to East Lothian Council,
telephone 0131 527 6673 email: andrew.shaw@kpmg.co.uk who will try to resolve your complaint. If your problem is not resolved, you should contact Alex Sanderson, our Head of Audit in Scotland, either by writing to him at Saltire Court,
20 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh, EH1 2EG or by telephoning 0131 527 6720 or email to alex.sanderson@kpmg.co.uk. We will investigate any complaint promptly and do what we can to resolve the difficulties. After this, if you are still
dissatisfied with how your complaint has been handled you can refer the matter to Russell Frith, Assistant Auditor General, Audit Scotland, 4th Floor, 102 West Port, Edinburgh, EH3 9DN.
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Executive
summary

Executive summary

SECTION 1

Audit conclusions
■ We have issued an unqualified audit opinion on the financial statements of East Lothian Council (“the Council”).

Page 13

Financial position
■ The Council reported a deficit on the provision of services of £20 million in 2015-16 (2014-15: £6.3 million surplus), primarily as a result of the impairments on
the revaluation of non-operational assets. Following statutory adjustments to the general fund to remove the impairment, there was an increase in general
fund reserves of £5.2 million and the housing revenue reserves of £0.6 million.

Page 6 11

■ The 2015-16 capital program reported an underspend of £7.2 million compared to the approved general services and HRA capital budgets. This primarily
reflects slippage; carried forward to the 2016-17 plan.
■ The three year budget for 2016-17 to 2018-19 was approved by Council in February 2016. It shows a significant reduction in revenue support grant in 2016-17
and no increase in 2017 to 2019. The budget shows a £3 million transfer from reserves in 2016-17, a small transfer in 2017-18 and £nil in 2018-19.
Financial statements and related reports
■ Draft financial statements were received by the start of audit fieldwork and were supported by high quality working papers. This included a draft management
commentary. A final management commentary was received on 5 September 2016.

Page 13
- 22

■ We have concluded satisfactorily in respect of each of the significant risks and audit focus areas identified in the audit strategy and plan document. We concur
with management’s accounting treatment and judgments.
■ One unadjusted audit difference is raised in respect of the bad debt provision. One adjusted audit difference was processed in respect of the classification of
long and short term financial instruments. We have no matters to highlight in respect of: adjusted audit differences; independence; and changes to
management representations.
Wider scope
■ We considered the wider scope audit dimensions and concluded positively in respect of financial sustainability and governance and transparency.
■ We note risks in relation to financial management and value for money. This is in respect of the timeliness of financial reporting and compliance with
procurement procedures identified by internal audit.
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Executive summary

Scope and responsibilities

SECTION 1

Purpose of this report

Auditor responsibilities

The Accounts Commission has appointed KPMG LLP as auditor of East Lothian Council
under part VII of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (“the Act”). The period of
appointment is 2011-12 to 2015-16, inclusive.

This report reflects our overall responsibility to carry out an audit in accordance with our
statutory responsibilities under the Act and in accordance with International Standards on
Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the Auditing Practices Board and the Code of Audit
Practice. Appendix five sets out how we have met each of the responsibilities set out in
the Code of Audit Practice.

Our annual audit report is designed to summarise our opinion and conclusions on
significant issues arising from our audit. It is addressed to both those charged with
governance at the Council and the Controller of Audit. The scope and nature of our audit
were set out in our audit strategy document which was presented to the Audit and
Governance Committee at the outset of our audit.
Audit Scotland’s Code of Audit Practice sets out the wider dimensions of public sector
audit which involves not only the audit of the financial statements but also consideration
of areas such as financial management and sustainability, governance and transparency
and value for money.
Accountable officer responsibilities
The Code of Audit Practice sets out the Council’s responsibilities in respect of:
■ preparation of financial statements that show a true and fair view;
■ systems of internal control;
■ prevention and detection of fraud and irregularities;
■ standards of conduct and arrangements for the prevention and detection of bribery
and corruption;
■ financial position; and

Scope
An audit of the financial statements is not designed to identify all matters that may be
relevant to those charged with governance. Management of the audited body is
responsible for preparing financial statements that show a true and fair view and for
implementing appropriate internal control systems.
Weaknesses or risks identified are only those which have come to our attention during our
normal audit work in accordance with the Code Audit of Practice, and may not be all that
exist.
Communication by auditors of matters arising from the audit of the financial statements or
of risks or weaknesses does not absolve management from its responsibility to address
the issues raised and to maintain an adequate system of control.
Under the requirements of International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (‘ISA’) 260
Communication with those charged with governance, we are required to communicate
audit matters arising from the audit of financial statements to those charged with
governance of an entity. This annual audit report to members and our presentation to the
Audit and Governance Committee, together with previous reports to the Audit and
Governance Committee throughout the year, discharges the requirements of ISA 260.

■ Best Value.

© 2016 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Financial position

Financial position

SECTION 2

Overview

Financial position

In common with other local authorities, the Council has faced challenges over the past
few years, reflecting public sector reform and continued financial pressures. Councils
have faced real term funding decreases and increasing demand for services. As
highlighted in Audit Scotland’s report An Overview of Local Government in Scotland, for
2016-17 councils revenue funding from Scottish Government will reduce by 5% in cash
terms. This takes the real term reduction in funding since 2010-11 to 11%. Funding for
2017-18 onwards has not yet been confirmed, creating challenges for long term financial
planning. Councils are faced with further financial pressures, such as from demographic
changes, increasing pension costs, living wage implementation and the Scottish
Government policy on council tax freeze. In addition, service demand is growing due to
demographic changes and transformation in respect of health and social care provision.

Overall in respect of financial result for the year, the Council performed ahead of budget
in 2015-16, with a contribution to usable reserves of £5.7 million. We set out below the
financial positon in terms of the comprehensive income and expenditure statement,
balance sheet, reserves and future plans.

In response to funding reductions a number of councils reduced their workforce and many
plan further voluntary reductions. There is a challenge for councils to ensure they
maintain the knowledge and skills needed to effectively manage the local authority. A key
part of this is workforce planning. We comment on the Council’s approach to workforce
planning on page 32.
2015-16 saw a change in the process of shared risk assessments (“SRA”) and how the
local area networks (“LANs”) work with Local Authorities. The 2016-17 local scrutiny
plan highlights the Council’s progress in improving financial sustainability. The plan
outlines the scrutiny activity planned for 2016-17, including the implementation of the
revised Best Value approach from October 2016.

Financial position: comprehensive income and expenditure statement
The 2015-16 deficit of £20 million (before adjustments for pensions and asset
revaluations) compares to the 2014-15 surplus of £6.3 million. Whilst expenditure
increased by £29.5 million in the year, £18.1 million relates to impairments as a result of
the valuation of operational assets. Other movements that do not impact the general fund
are pensions and depreciation of fixed assets. An extract of the comprehensive income
and expenditure statement is shown below.
Comprehensive income and expenditure statement

Total income
Total expenditure
(Deficit) / surplus on the provision of services
Other comprehensive income and expenditure
Total comprehensive income and expenditure
Source:

2015-16
£000

2014-15
£000

Variance
£000

318,000

314,861

3,139

(338,052)

(308,589)

(29,463)

(20,052)

6,272

(26,324)

185,026

(27,906)

212,932

164,974

(21,634)

186,608

KPMG analysis of the Council’s annual accounts 2015-16.
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Financial position (continued)
improved during 2015-16.

Financial position: balance sheet
Balance sheet
2015-16
£000

2014-15
£000

Variance
£000

915,774

797,272

118,502

22,812

26,887

(4,075)

Current liabilities

(42,858)

(39,078)

(3,780)

Net current liabilities

(20,046)

(12,191)

(7,855)

Long term liabilities

(500,162)

(554,490)

54,328

Net assets

(395,566)

(230,591)

164,975

Long term assets
Current assets

Source:

SECTION 2

KPMG analysis of the Council’s annual accounts 2015-16.

The Council’s balance sheet was strengthened by the revaluation of operational assets as
at 31 March 2016. This resulted in an uplift of £116 million, recognised in the revaluation
reserve. Impairments of £18 million were recognised in the comprehensive income and
expenditure statement for assets that had decreased in value. Long term liabilities
decreased as a result of the lower pension liability. This is outlined further at appendix
four.

To reduce the requirement for borrowing, a capital reserve has been earmarked within
general fund reserves to enable capital expenditure to be funded directly from revenue and
defray capital charges. Debt service costs require continued focus and we are content with
the Council’s approach to treasury management and inclusion of interest costs within the
budget.
Capital program
Total capital expenditure in 2015-16 was £49.2 million, an underspend of £7.2 million
compared to the approved general services and HRA capital budgets. £27.2 million capital
spend related to general services and £20 million to HRA. This represents a 26% increase
from the 2014-15 spend of £39.2 million.
The majority of the underspend relates to slippage. Within general services there was £3.3
million slippage on projects which will be carried forward into the 2016-17 plan. Slippage
was primarily due to delays in commencement of projects, some of which have now begun.
Significant projects include cemeteries extensions (£0.9 million underspent) and parking
improvements (£0.5 million underspent). From inquiry we are not aware that the delays
significantly impact service delivery, and they are included in the capital plan for 2016-17.
There was an underspend of £1 million relating to the Early Years Strategy, given that the
strategy is not yet fully implemented and capital improvement works are ongoing in Summer
2016.

The HRA program had a total underspend of £3.4 million. Within HRA, £10.6 million was
spent on modernisation, with a small overspend of £0.1 million. Only one mortgage to rent
property was purchased during 2015-16, resulting in an underspend on mortgage to rent of
The Council’s capital expenditure is largely funded through borrowing, in line with its
£0.6 million. Spend on new affordable homes was £11.1 million in the year, below the
strategy although additional borrowing is being minimised. In Audit Scotland’s 2015-16
approved budget of £14.1 million. The £3 million underspend is as a result of third party
benchmarking of all local authorities in Scotland, the Council continues to have the highest contractor delays at development sites which are outwith the Council’s control.
Management consider that this can be brought up to date during 2016-17 as the sites
level of net external debt when taken as a proportion of revenue expenditure, at 136%.
progress and it will be carried forward into the 2016-17 plan.
However this decreased from 159% in 2014-15. The Council has the third highest net
external debt per head of population at £4,066 per head (2014-15: third, £3,875). We
Whilst management has understanding of capital slippage and does not consider this to be
recognise that the benchmarking does not differentiate between demographic differences
an issue in 2015-16, there is a risk that this could impact on service delivery going forward.
A refreshed capital plan for 2016-17 will be presented in the quarterly finance updates.
or the split between general services and housing related borrowing. The Council’s ratios
Borrowing
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Financial position (continued)

SECTION 2

Financial position: reserves
A total of £5.7 million was transferred to reserves in 2015-16, compared to £9.3 million in 2014-15. Of the transfer, £5.1 million relates to general fund reserves and £0.6 million to HRA.
The Council had originally budgeted for a transfer from general fund reserves of £0.4 million, although this was refined through the 2016-19 budget planning process to give a £3 million
transfer to reserves. The outturn reflects both underspends against budget as well as some non-recurring items. The budgeted outturn was for a transfer from general fund reserves of
£0.4 million. The outturn position compared to budget is outlined in the diagram below.
i.) Key variances in the year included:





5

additional council tax income of £0.1 million, reflecting
the increased number of households in East Lothian;

4

an underspend in relation to the council tax reduction
scheme of £0.3 million as a result of lower uptake; and

3

a one-off gain on sale of general services fixed assets of
£0.8 million.

ii.) Within services, the majority of underspends (£2.2
million) were in relation to vacancies and staff savings. Both
resources and people services and partnerships and
services for communities underspent in the year.

iii

ii

1.0

lower debt charges of £1 million as a result of a review
and reorganisation of the Council’s loans fund;

(£m)
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i

3.2

0.5

2

0.7

5.1

4.1

-1.3

0.3
1.0

1
0

0.1

-0.4

(1)

The health and social care partnership overspent in the
year. £1.2 million of this relates to Adult Wellbeing, with
overspends due to high demand for services and high costs
of purchasing external care packages. Management is
working with the service to review and enhance processes
and procedures to better monitor overspends.
Embracing the one-Council approach, service overspends
are absorbed by other savings. Excluding HRA, the net
service underspend was £2.6 million.

iii.) In line with the budget just under £1 million was
transferred from HRA to general fund reserves.

© 2016 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Financial position (continued)
Use of reserves
As at 31 March 2016, the Council had usable reserves of £30.4 million. The final transfer to
general fund reserves of £5.1 million represents an increase of 28% on the opening
balance. The composition of the Council’s reserves at 31 March 2016 is outlined below.

SECTION 2

The chart below illustrates the use of general reserves over an eight year period, in
accordance with past results and the approved council budget for 2016-17 to 2018-19,
against reserves available. This excludes transfers to and from HRA and earmarked
reserves.
25

Composition of reserves
General fund
£21.3m

Housing revenue
account
£4.8m

Housing
capital fund
£2.6m

Unusable
Reserves
£365.1m

20

15

KPMG analysis of the Council’s annual accounts 2015-16.

The Council’s financial strategy sets out that any unplanned increase in reserves should be
transferred to either the general services capital fund or cost reduction fund. In 2015-16
the Council agreed to transfer any surplus reserves to the general services capital fund.
The cost reduction fund is primarily used to support investments which will deliver
reductions to the Council’s recurring cost base, such as employee severance and service
restructures. The capital fund will be used to directly fund capital expenditure or defray
capital charges. As at 31 March 2016 the Council had £3 million in the cost reduction fund
and £11.6 million in the general services capital fund.
While as at 31 March 2016 the Council performed ahead of budget and management
confirmed that the Council remains on track with its financial strategy, continued monitoring
will be required to ensure savings are achieved. Since 2011-12 the Council achieved an
underspend against budget, although we note that customer satisfaction rates remain high.
Management monitors the budget throughout the year. As identified in previous years, the
majority of variances to budget were presented in the final quarter.

£ million

Source:

Insurance fund
£1.7m

10

5

0

-5
11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

Year
Budgeted (use of) / contribution to reserves
Actual (use of) / contibution to reserves
Unearmarked general fund reserves at the end of financial year
Total general fund reserves at the end of financial year
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Financial position (continued)
In benchmarking undertaken by Audit Scotland from analysis of the 2015-16 unaudited
financial statements of Scotland’s 32 local authorities, the Council had the fifth highest
movement in general fund reserves as a proportion of reserves brought forward and the
tenth highest increase in general fund reserves in the year. The Council has the 11th
lowest general fund balance carried forward. This reflects the Council’s desire to maintain
financial sustainability and reduce reliance on reserves.

SECTION 2

Although the Council has a low reserves balance, budgets and reserves are well planned
and controlled. There are sufficient reserves to support future budgets. Planned use of
reserves from 2016-17 to 2018-19 are shown page 11. We do not consider the low
reserves balance to be indicative of significant financial sustainability risks. We discuss
financial sustainability further on page 28.

2015-16 increase in general fund reserves as a proportion of reserves brought forward
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

Source: Audit Scotland analysis of local authority 2015-16 financial statements
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Financial position (continued)

SECTION 2

Financial plans 2016-17 and beyond

Going concern

The three year budget for 2016-17 to 2018-19 was approved by Council in February 2016.
This used the 2015-16 budget as a base and reflected changes for known items of income
and expenditure for future years. The 2016-17 budget incorporates a transfer from general
fund reserves of £3 million and a transfer from HRA reserves of £1 million. The budgeted
use of general fund reserves is shown below.

Due to the low level of general fund reserves, the budgeted use of reserves going forward
and the reduction in government funding, we considered the potential going concern risk.
The Council had net assets of £395.6 million (2014-15 £230.6 million) as at the balance
sheet date. Net assets increased on 2014-15 by £165 million, primarily in relation to the
revaluation of fixed assets (£116.4 million) and decrease in the pension liability (£57 million).

Budgeted (use of) / transfer to general fund for 2015-16 to 2018-19
2015-16 actual
£5.1m

2016-17 budget
£(3m)

2017-18 budget
£(0.69m)

2018-19 budget
-

The budget was set on the basis of the approved Council tax freeze for 2015-16. The
Scottish Government has provided grant figures for 2016-17 only, with a reduction in
revenue support grant of approximately £4.4 million from 2015-16. The budgets are
therefore based on the agreed level of revenue support grant for 2016-17, assuming no
increase in 2017-18 and 2018-19. This presents a challenging position for the Council with
increasing demand for services and cost pressures.
Increases in costs across departments include assumed pay and pension increases and
higher education costs due to an increase in pupil numbers. Significant planned capital
expenditure includes £1.1 million for Dunbar Grammar School and £3.9 million for Law
Primary School.
To address the reduction in funding, as well as a use of reserves, the Council has planned
for efficiency savings in 2016-17; such as through the integration of health and social care
(£2.3 million), efficient workforce management (£0.6 million) and BuySmart reviews (£0.4
million).

Management considers it appropriate to continue to adopt the going concern assumption for
the preparation of the annual accounts. Although the Council is in a net current liabilities
position, it considers that the confirmed revenue support grant of £169 million is sufficient to
meet debts as they fall due. The Council also has the facility to draw down more long term
borrowings if required, although made a strategic decision to draw on cash balances as well
as to restructure to greater short term borrowing in 2015-16 to take advantage of low interest
rates.
The Council recognised a deficit on the provision of services in the year, although £4.7
million was transferred to the general fund, providing further comfort over the Council’s
financial position. Over the past few years there has been a reduction in the overall cost
base and further efficiency savings are incorporated in budgets. Whilst the budget for 201617 is to use £3 million reserves, the general fund balance of £23.1 million supports this. No
use of reserves is planned for 2018-19, in line with the approved Financial Strategy.

Conclusion
Although the Council reported a deficit on the provision of services, financial
performance was ahead of budget in 2015-16 and there was a contribution to
reserves. The Council maintained a net assets position and has available
borrowing facilities.
We are content that the going concern assumption is appropriate in light of the
matters set out above.

© 2016 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Financial
statements and
accounting

Financial statements and related reports
Audit conclusions

SECTION 3

Audit opinion
Our audit work is complete, and following approval of the annual accounts by the Audit and Governance Committee we issued an unqualified opinion on the truth and fairness of the state of the
Council’s affairs as at 31 March 2016, and of the deficit for the year then ended. There are no matters identified on which we are required to report by exception.
Financial reporting framework, legislation and other reporting requirements
The Council is required to prepare its financial statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, as interpreted and adapted by the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom 2015-16 (“the Code”), and in accordance with the Local Authority Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2014. Our audit confirmed that the financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with the Code and relevant legislation.
Statutory reports
We have not identified any circumstances to notify the Controller of Audit that indicate a statutory report may be required.
Other communications
We did not encounter any significant difficulties during the audit. There were no other significant matters arising from the audit that were discussed, or subject to correspondence with management
that have not been included within this report. There are no other matters arising from the audit, that, in our professional judgement, are significant to the oversight of the financial reporting process.
Audit misstatements
One unadjusted audit difference is raised in respect of the bad debt provision. One adjusted audit difference was processed in respect of financial instruments. These adjustments are outlined
further at appendix one.
Written representations
There are no changes to the standard representations required for our audit from last year.

© 2016 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Financial statements and related reports
Context of our audit
Materiality
We summarised our approach to materiality in our audit strategy document. On receipt of
the financial statements and following completion of audit testing we reviewed our
materiality levels and concluded that planning materiality for 2015-16 of £5.74 million (2%
of expenditure) remained appropriate. We report all misstatements greater than £250,000.
Forming our opinions and conclusions
In gathering the evidence for the above opinions and conclusions we:
■ performed controls testing and substantive procedures to ensure that key risks to the
annual accounts have been covered;
■ communicated with the head of internal audit and reviewed internal audit reports as
issued to the Audit and Governance Committee to ensure all key risk areas which may
be viewed to have an impact on the annual accounts have been considered;
■ reviewed estimates and accounting judgments made by management and considered
for appropriateness;
■ considered the potential effect of fraud on the annual accounts through discussions
with senior management and internal audit to gain a better understanding of the work
performed in relation to prevention and detection of fraud; and
■ attended Audit and Governance Committee meetings to communicate our findings to
those charged with governance, and to update our understanding of the key
governance processes.
Financial statements preparation
Management engaged with us in advance of preparing the financial statements to discuss
areas of judgment upfront. Draft financial statements were provided at the start of the audit
fieldwork on 20 June 2016. We noted strong ownership of the financial statements
preparation in 2015-16. In line with statutory guidance, the draft financial statements were
presented to the Audit and Governance Committee in June 2016. However these

SECTION 3

accounts did not contain a fully completed management commentary or complete group
accounts. These were available for members’ review by 30 June 2016. Under the Local
Authority Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2014 a committee whose remit includes audit
or governance functions must meet to consider the unaudited Annual Accounts as
submitted to the auditor by 31 August 2016.
Significant risks and other focus areas in relation to the audit of the financial
statements
We summarise below the risks of material misstatement as reported within the audit
strategy document. We set out the key audit procedures to address those risks and our
findings from those procedures, in order that the Audit and Governance Committee may
better understand the process by which we arrived at our audit opinion.
Significant risks:
■ operational assets valuation;
■ financial position;
■ fraud risk from income recognition; and
■ management override of controls fraud risk.
Other focus areas:
■ provisions;
■ transport infrastructure assets; and
■ retirement benefits.
We identified one additional focus areas in the course of our audit in relation to financial
instruments.
We have no changes to the risk or our approach to addressing the assumed ISA risk of
fraud in management override of controls and we do not have findings to bring to your
attention in relation to these matters. No control overrides were identified.

© 2016 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Financial statements and accounting
Significant risks (continued)

SECTION 3

SIGNIFICANT RISK

OUR RESPONSE

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Operational assets valuation

Our audit work consisted of:

In order to comply with the requirements of the Code, Council
assets are subject to rolling valuations; operational assets were
subject to valuation in 2015-16. Through competitive tender,
management appointed an external valuer to perform the valuation.
The revaluation resulted in a gain of £116 million recognised in the
revaluation reserve in 2015-16, and impairment of £18 million
recognised in the comprehensive income and expenditure
statement.

■

engaging KPMG valuation specialists to challenge the valuation
assumptions used by the valuer and review their methodology,
ensuring it was in line with RICS professional standards;

From the work of our valuation specialists, which included
direct contact and challenge of the valuer, we consider
that the revaluation is materially appropriate. We also
consider that:

■

confirming the accounting treatment of the valuations by agreeing
capital accounting journals;

■

recalculating the impairment recognised through the comprehensive
income and expenditure account and revaluation gains and losses
recognised in the revaluation reserve and verifying these had been
recognised in the correct place; and

■

agreeing the values posted in the fixed asset register to those
provided by the external valuer and ensuring these were correctly
classified in the financial statements.

Financial position
Delivering services in the environment of continued financial
pressures and funding uncertainty remains a challenge for local
authorities.
We noted tight budgetary controls in our 2015-16 audit and the
Council managed an underspend overall against budget in recent
financial years. In 2015-16 the Council recorded a deficit on the
provision of services of £20.1 million, with a contribution to reserves
of £5.7 million.

We updated our understanding of the Council’s financial position and year
end outturn position through review of quarterly reports and other
management information. We commented on this on pages six to 11.
We performed controls testing over the budgeting process including the
monitoring of budgets throughout the year.
We performed substantive procedures, including substantive analytical
procedures, over income and expenditure comparing the final position to
budget and investigating significant variances.

■

the methodology and approach taken by the external
valuer is appropriate and in line with KPMG
expectations; and

■

the valuation is appropriately recognised and
disclosed in the financial statements.

We found that management is adequately monitoring the
financial position through regular internal reporting. This
is communicated to members on a regular basis, however
we consider it could be more timely. We have
commented on financial reporting as part of the
consideration of governance and transparency on page
30.
Management applied the going concern assumption in
preparing the annual accounts. We considered this
assumption on page 11 and concluded it is appropriate.
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Financial statements and accounting
Significant risks

SECTION 3

SIGNIFICANT RISK

OUR RESPONSE

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Fraud risk from income recognition

Our testing over the recognition of other income comprised:

Professional standards require us to make a rebuttable
presumption that the fraud risk from income recognition is a
significant risk.

■

performing controls testing over budget monitoring and sales invoicing
access. We found these controls to be operating effectively;

We found that controls around income are operating
effectively and no exceptions were noted in our testing.
We are satisfied that income is recognised appropriately,
in the correct financial year and in line with the Code.

■

comparing income against budget and prior year, and seeking
explanations and supporting documentation for unexpected
movements;

■

due to the relatively large variance in adult wellbeing, testing a sample
of adult wellbeing income and expenditure, agreeing this to supporting
documentation such as invoices;

■

performing cut-off testing to verify that income and associated debtors
are recorded in the correct accounting period; and

■

reviewing pre and post year end bank statements to ensure material
items of income are recorded in the correct period.

Part of the Council’s income is received from non ring-fenced
government grants. As government grants are agreed in advance
of the year, with adjustments requiring Government approval, we
do not regard the risk of fraud from this revenue recognition as
significant.
The other major sources of income are from annual local taxes and
rental income (council tax, non-domestic rates and housing
revenues). These revenues are prescribed by law and other
specific regulations, which prescribe the period in which annual
local taxes and rental income is recognised as revenue. This
minimises the level of judgment required in revenue recognition by
management and we do not regard the risk of fraud from this
revenue recognition as significant.
We consider the fraud risk from recognition of other income to be
significant. Other income relates primarily to sales or service
income, and therefore we consider there to be potential judgment
in recognising this income.
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Other focus areas

SECTION 3

FOCUS AREA

OUR RESPONSE

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Provisions

We considered guidance on asset decommissioning obligations in
respect of assets in the Council’s boundaries and reviewed
management’s assessments of these assets. We reviewed the fixed
asset register to verify that there were no relevant assets the Council
had not considered. There is one quarry which is partly owned by the
Council. The quarry is leased to a private company, which has the
responsibility for rectification of the quarry. We reviewed publically
available financial information of the operator to verity that it appeared
financially sound. There is a completed landfill site that the Council
previously controlled. The Council is working with the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency to monitor emissions at the site to
ensure there are no further obligations and no provision was recognised
as at 31 March 2016.

We found that:

We monitored legislative changes on holiday pay and considered the
Council’s position. 199 claims were lodged against the Council during
2014, however management is waiting on the outcome of the legal test
case before acting on these cases. Management consulted legal
advisors and anticipates that the majority of the cases will be time
barred. As the test case is still ongoing, management does not consider
that the Council has a present obligation in respect of holiday pay and
therefore no provision is required,

Whilst the Council does not operate landfill sites, coal mines or other
sites which carry significant obligations for rectification, there is one
Council-owned former landfill site and one present private operation.
There is sector-wide consideration of such operations, including
assessment of financial stability of operators, following the liquidation
of a coal mine operator in another local authority area.
Following a European Court of Justice ruling in May 2014, employers
are required to pay holiday pay to staff at a rate commensurate with
any commission or over time that they regularly earn, instead of at
their basic pay level. Following legal advice, management
implemented this process for holiday pay during 2014-15.
There were a small number of equal pay claims outstanding at 31
March 2015, which were during 2015-16. Management accrued
£90,000 to cover these claims.

■

management has considered the obligations in
respect of asset decommissioning obligations, and we
concur with management’s view that no significant
obligation exists at 31 March 2016. Management will
continue to monitor this;

■

management has implemented actions to mitigate the
impact of the legislation in relation to holiday pay and
consider it to be unlikely that there will be a material
settlement. We concur with management’s
assessment and a provision or contingent liability is
not required as at 31 March 2016; and

■

outstanding equal pay claims were settled in the year.

We challenged management’s year end judgments and assessed the
provision values. We met with Council employees outside of the finance
function to corroborate management’s assertions. We also discussed
other risk areas in respect of provisions, such as equal pay, to verify no
further provisions are required.
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Other focus areas

SECTION 3

FOCUS AREA

OUR RESPONSE

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Transport infrastructure assets

We considered the Council’s plan for the requirements of the transport
code, including meeting with Council staff from the asset and regulatory
team and reviewing the whole of government accounts (“WGA”)
submission. We evaluated the extent to which the Council is prepared for
the change in accounting policy.

In respect of readiness for the 2016-17 Code, whilst the
Council is in line with other local authorities in its
preparedness, a formal project plan has not been formed.
The transport infrastructure asset valuation has been
completed for the 2015-16 WGA submission.

The 2016-17 Code will adopt requirements of the Code on
transport infrastructure assets (“the transport code”), which requires
measurement of these assets on a depreciated replacement cost
basis.

Management is considering available guidance in respect
of the measurement of carriageway widths, as there
continues to be debate in the sector about an appropriate
and consistent methodology.

This will represent a change in accounting policy from 1 April 2016.
Local authorities are advised to have implemented a robust project
plan through 2015-16 to ensure preparedness for the requirements
of the 2016-17 Code. However there is no requirement to report on
transport infrastructure assets in the 2015-16 financial statements.
Retirement benefits

Our work consisted of:

We are satisfied that the retirement benefit obligation:

The Council accounts for its participation in the Lothian Pension
Fund in accordance with IAS 19 Retirement Benefits, using a
valuation report prepared by actuarial consultants.

■

KPMG specialists reviewing the financial assumptions underlying
actuarial calculations and comparison to our central benchmarks, the
results of which are outlined on page 39;

■

is correctly stated in the balance sheet as at 31 March
2016;

■

The Council’s actuaries use membership data and a number of
assumptions in their calculations based on market conditions at the
year end, including a discount rate to derive the anticipated future
liabilities back to the year end date and assumptions on future
salary increases.

■

testing of scheme assets and rolled-forward liabilities;

has been accounted for and disclosed correctly in line
with IAS19 Retirement benefits; and

■

testing of the level of contributions used by the actuary to those
actually paid during the year;

■

■

testing of membership data used by the actuary to data from the
Council; and

assumptions used in calculating this estimate and
management’s judgements are appropriate and within
the acceptable KPMG range.

IAS 19 requires the discount rate to be set by reference to yields on
high quality (i.e. AA) corporate bonds of equivalent term to the
liabilities. The calculation of the pension liability is inherently
judgemental.

■

agreeing actuarial reports to financial statement disclosures.

We set out further information in respect of the defined
benefit obligation on page 39. The closing liability
decreased by £57 million compared to 2014-15, primarily
from an increase in the discount rate and a decrease in
the rates of increase in pensions and salaries.
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Other focus areas

SECTION 3

EMERGING FOCUS AREA

OUR RESPONSE

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Financial instruments

We recalculated the split between long and short term borrowings and
agreed these to third party SECTOR reports and loan agreements. We
consulted internally and with the CIPFA technical team regarding the
classification of LOBOs and concluded that they should be classified as
long term as the Council has no history or intention of repaying LOBOs
early. We raised an audit adjustment to reclassify LOBOs to long term
in both the current and prior year.

We found that the financial instruments disclosure was
incorrect for both 2014-15 and 2015-16 in respect of the
split between current and long term liabilities. An audit
difference was raised with regards to this and was
adjusted by management. This is outlined at appendix
one, and resulted in an increase of long term and
decrease of short term liabilities of £19 million in 2015-16
and £24 million in 2014-15.

The Council has a significant financial instruments balance, including
short and long term borrowing. This incorporates a number of lender
option borrower option loans (“LOBOs”). The nature of these loans
is such that the lender can change the interest rate at predetermined dates, and the Council has the option of repayment at
these dates. As a result of this, management reclassified a number
of LOBOs that had option dates during 2015-16 and 2016-17 to short
term for both the 2014-15 and 2015-16 financial years, resulting in a
restatement of the 2014-15 balance sheet.
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Management reporting in financial statements

SECTION 3

REPORT

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

AUDIT CONCLUSION

Management
commentary

The Local Authority Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2014 require the
inclusion of a management commentary within the annual accounts, similar to
the Companies Act requirements for listed entity financial statements. The
requirements are outlined in the Local Government finance circular 5/2015.

We are satisfied that the information contained within the management commentary is consistent
with the financial statements.
We reviewed the contents of the management commentary against the guidance contained in the
Local Government finance circular 5/2015 and are content with the proposed report.

A draft management commentary was included within the unaudited financial
statements. This outlines the performance overview and the future plans and
developments in line with the Council Plan. A final management commentary,
including performance indicators, was received on 5 September 2016.
Remuneration report

The remuneration report was included within the unaudited annual accounts
and supporting reports and working papers were provided.

We are satisfied that the information contained within the remuneration report is consistent with
the underlying records and the annual accounts and all required disclosures have been made.
We noted improvements in the quality of the remuneration report from prior years.
Our independent auditor’s report confirms that the part of the remuneration report subject to audit
has been properly prepared.

Annual governance
statement

The statement for 2015-16 outlines the corporate governance and risk
management arrangements in operation in the financial year. It provides detail
on the Council’s governance framework, internal controls, the work of internal
audit and risk management arrangements. It analyses the efficiency and
effectiveness of these elements of the framework.

We consider the governance framework and annual governance statement to be appropriate for
the Council and that it is in accordance with guidance and reflects our understanding of the
Council.
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SECTION 3

Qualitative aspects

Future accounting and audit developments

ISA 260 requires us to report to those charged with governance our views about
significant qualitative aspects of the entity’s accounting practices, including accounting
policies, accounting estimates and financial statement disclosures.

From 2016-17 the Code will adopt requirements of the Code on transport infrastructure
assets (“the transport code”), which requires measurement of these assets on a
depreciated replacement cost basis. This is included as an audit focus area and is
discussed in more detail on page 18.

We consider the accounting policies adopted by the Council to be appropriate. There
are no significant accounting practices which depart from what is acceptable under
IFRS or the Code. The Code adopted IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement for the first
time in 2015-16. This requires surplus assets to be measured at fair value.
Management performed an exercise to identify and value surplus assets. This resulted
in an increase in the value of surplus assets of £125,000.
Significant accounting estimates relate to the present value of defined benefit
obligations and impairment of non current assets. For defined benefit obligations, the
estimate is calculated under IAS 19 (as calculated by the Council's actuary, Hymans
Robertson) using agreed financial assumptions. We found the assumptions and
accounting for pensions to be appropriate, as discussed on page 39. Non current asset
impairment is calculated using third party valuation reports. We used our internal
valuation specialists to assess the assumptions used in these reports, as discussed on
page 15. We did not identify indications of management bias.
Financial statement disclosures were considered against requirements of the Code,
relevant legislation and IFRS. No departures from these requirements were identified.

The 2016-17 Code also includes a new requirement for an expenditure and funding
analysis, as well as revised formats for the comprehensive income and expenditure
statement and movement in reserves statement. The expenditure and funding analysis
provides a reconciliation of the statutory adjustments between the financial position on a
funding basis and the surplus or deficit on the provision of services. The management
commentary should refer to the outturn provided in the expenditure and funding
analysis. The comprehensive income and expenditure statement line items have been
amended to require authorities to present the service analysis on the basis of the
organisational structure under which they operate. Bodies are therefore not required to
follow the service expenditure analysis in the Service expenditure reporting code of
practice (SeRCOP).
ISA (UK & Ireland) 700 and 720 have been revised for accounting periods beginning on
or after 17 June 2016. These revise the requirements for the structure and content of
the independent auditor’s report. Audit Scotland is considering whether to early adopt
the standards for 2016-17.
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SECTION 3

Group accounts

East Lothian Integration Joint Board

Our audit appointment of the Council extends to the audit of the East Lothian Integration
Joint Board and Dr Bruce Fund. Other group entities include:

In March 2014 the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act was passed by the
Scottish Government. This required all Councils and NHS Boards to formally and legally
establish integration of health and social care by April 2016. The integration scheme for
East Lothian was approved by Scottish Government in May 2015. The IJB was formally
established in June 2015.

Subsidiaries

Associates

Trust funds (including Dr Bruce Fund)

Lothian Valuation Joint Board

Common Good Funds

Enjoy East Lothian Limited

Musselburgh Joint Racing Committee

East Lothian Investments

East Lothian Land Limited

Brunton Theatre Trust

We considered the other group entities as part of our audit of the group accounts, however
we do not consider these entities to be significant on grounds of their size. The other
group entities are audited by independent auditors.
Dr Bruce Fund

Whilst there was no transfer of functions until 1 April 2016, the IJB was required to prepare
financial statements for 2015-16. Guidance was issued by The Local Authority (Scotland)
Accounts Advisory Committee (“LASAAC”) in September 2015 on the expected content of
the IJB accounts. The 2015-16 audit was carried out by KPMG and a separate annual
audit report has been produced.
Conclusion: The audit concluded the accounts were presented in line with the required
legislation as noted above alongside appropriate disclosures. We issued an unqualified
audit opinion in respect of the IJB.

As the trustees of the Dr Bruce Fund are members of the Local Authority and it is
registered with the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator, an audit is required in line with
the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (section 106 charities). The Charities SORP
(FRS 102) was effective from 1 January 2015. The charity has transitioned to this SORP
for the preparation of the 2015-16 financial statements. We completed an external audit of
the charity’s accounts during our audit of the Council.
Conclusion: Some presentational adjustments were required to align the disclosures in the
accounts to the new FRS 102 based SORP. No adjusted or unadjusted audit differences
were raised. We issued an unqualified audit opinion in respect of Dr Bruce Fund.
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Wider scope

Wider scope

Audit dimensions introduction

SECTION 4

Introduction
The Code of Audit Practice frames the wider scope of our audit in terms of four audit
dimensions; financial management, financial sustainability, governance and
transparency and value for money. At the centre of these dimensions is Best Value.
It remains the responsibility of the audited body to ensure that they have proper
arrangements in place across each of these audit dimensions. These arrangements
should be appropriate to the nature of the audited body and the services and functions
that it has been created to deliver. We review and come to a conclusion on these
proper arrangements.

Financial sustainability

During our work on the audit dimensions we considered the work carried out by internal
audit and other scrutiny bodies to ensure our work meets the proportionate and
integrated principles contained within the Code of Audit Practice.

Best
Fin
Value

Audit work and conclusions
We summarise over the next few pages the work we have undertaken in the year to
obtain assurances over the arrangements in place for each audit dimension and our
conclusions on the effectiveness and appropriateness of these arrangements.

Financial management

Governance and
transparency

Value for money

The next page sets out those risks we identified during our audit planning stage, any
emerging risks during the course of audit work and our overall conclusion on each audit
dimension.
Where we have found arrangements to not be effective or are absent we have provided
further narrative on the following pages and recommendations for improvement. Where
we have found the arrangements to be generally effective and operating as expected
we have identified this in the conclusions we have formed.
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Wider scope

Audit dimensions risk map and conclusions

Financial management (Page 26)

Financial sustainability (Page 28)

Timeliness of
reporting

The Council's finance department has appropriate
financial capacity for current operations, however
there is no formal succession planning. Sound
budgetary processes are supported by a strong
internal control environment and no significant
control deficiencies were identified. There is regular
reporting to members on financial position however
we consider that it could be more timely.

Robust medium
to long term
forecasting

Management is engaged in the NFI process and
there are controls for the prevention and detection of
fraud. Registers of interest were completed for
members and senior officers.

The revenue and capital budget for 2016-17 for
general services and HRA was approved in February
2016, with indicative figures for 2017-18 and 2018-19.
The Council underspent against budget in 2015-16
and there are sufficient reserves to support future
operations. Savings are identified on an ongoing
basis to address overspends, embracing the oneCouncil approach.
There is no longer-term financial planning, as
management considers the lack of availability of long
term funding commitments means that medium term
planning is more relevant.
Governance and transparency (Page 30)
The Council has sound and well-established
governance arrangements that ensure effective
scrutiny and challenge. Papers and agendas are
available online through the Council website for
transparency.

Uncertainty
over future
funding

East
Lothian
Council

Value for money (Page 29)
Procurement
procedures

The Council has corporate procurement procedures
however management identified instances where
they are not followed, and this resulted in the
Scottish Government withdrawing a grant award in
2015-16.
The Council has a well established self improvement
framework, which is completed by all departments.
Value for money is considered in workforce planning,
and all staff changes are required to be assessed for
savings.

Risk registers are regularly updated and scrutinised
by management and the Audit and Governance
Committee.
There are appropriate arrangements for collecting,
recording and publishing performance information

SECTION 4

Risks identified during our audit planning procedures
Emerging risks identified during the course of our audit

We consider that the Council has sufficient
procedures for ensuring Best Value.
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Wider scope

Financial management

SECTION 4

Internal controls
Financial management is concerned with financial capacity, sound budgetary
processes and whether the control environment and internal controls are
operating effectively.

Our conclusion on page 25 is derived from the following audit tests, carried out to
determine the effectiveness of the financial management arrangements. This included:
■ Assessing the budget setting and monitoring processes within the Council. We found
these to be robust, with regular accurate reporting and scrutiny by senior management
and the Audit and Governance Committee. A detailed presentation is given to
members in June to explain the key features of the financial statements. We consider
that some financial reporting could be prepared in a more timely manner. The year end
report to Council will be presented in August 2016 and there is an opportunity to bring
this forward in line with the draft financial statements. Management is aware of the
relative delay in presenting the year end report and is already building it into the 201617 timetable to present it earlier.
Recommendation one
■ Consideration of the finance function and financial capacity within the Council. We
noted that the financial processes are efficient and effective, and there is adequate
support from the Head of Council Resources. Finance team members have
appropriate skills, capacity and capability to support the Council and effectively manage
the organisation. There is no formal succession planning and if key team members
were to leave there could be an impact on operations and quality. Management
recently commenced a service review of the finance department and this is underway.
This will consider succession planning.
We are also required to provide specific conclusions on the areas opposite, which relate to
financial management and support our overall conclusion on this wider scope area.

Management is responsible for designing and implementing appropriate internal control
systems to ensure a true and fair view of operations within the financial statements.
Details of controls tested were reported to those charged with governance in our interim
audit report. We found controls to be operating effectively and noted improvements in the
control environment from the prior year; being a positive trend over the last few years.
We raised one minor recommendation related to the calculation of the bad debt provision.
Recommendation two
A summary of the completion of prior year audit recommendations is provided at appendix
four. Four ‘grade two’ (material) and three ‘grade three’ (minor) recommendations were
raised in 2014-15; all of which are completed or ongoing.
Conclusion: Internal controls tested over risk management, financial, operational and
compliance systems and procedures are designed, implemented and operating
effectively.
National Fraud Initiative
The National Fraud Initiative (“NFI”) is a data matching exercise which compares
electronic data within and between participating bodies in Scotland to prevent and detect
fraud. This exercise runs every two years and provides a secure website for bodies and
auditors to use for uploading data and monitoring matches.
We submitted a return to Audit Scotland summarising our conclusions on the Council’s
participation in NFI. The questionnaire covered reporting of NFI progress and outcomes,
recording of results of investigations in the NFI system, action taken for alleged fraud
cases and the overall engagement of the Council with NFI.
Conclusion: The return concluded that the Council is engaged in the NFI process and is
utilising resources appropriately to respond to the outcomes. No alleged or actual fraud
was identified through NFI.
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Financial management (continued)

Arrangements for the prevention and detection of fraud and error
Testing over the processes to prevent and detect fraud and error included:
■ Review of policies against best practice guidance and examples. The Council's policies
were found to be in line with relevant guidance.
■ Consideration of the accessibility of policies to staff and members and if the policies
had been implemented effectively. The policies and processes tested are readily
available to staff and had been implemented effectively.
■ Consideration of the work of internal audit in the prevention and detection of fraud.
Internal audit is responsible for the NFI exercise within the Council. We have
considered NFI arrangements on page 26.

SECTION 4

■ Review of reporting arrangements for conflicts of interests and whether these had
been followed. Conflicts of interest are a standing agenda item for committees to
ensure appropriate reporting. One Councillor was suspended by the Public
Standards Commissioner for Scotland in 2015-16 partially as a result of a failure to
declare an interest. Training is available to Councillors on their responsibilities in
relation to declaring interests, and attendance at this training would mitigate the risk
of this happening in the future.
Conclusion: The Council has appropriate arrangements to prevent and detect
inappropriate conduct and corruption.

Conclusion: The Council has appropriate arrangements to prevent and detect fraud.
Internal audit takes an active role in fraud prevention and detection.
Standards of conduct and the prevention and detection of corruption
Testing over the processes to prevent and detect corruption included:
■ Review of policies (codes of conduct for staff and Councillors, the whistleblowing policy
and registers of interests) against best practice guidance and examples. The Council's
policies were found to be in line with relevant guidance.
■ Consideration of the accessibility of policies to staff and members and if the policies
had been implemented effectively. The policies and processes tested are readily
available to staff and had been implemented effectively.
■ Testing of completeness of registers of interests of senior staff and members.
Registers of interests for senior management and members were complete and up to
date.
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Financial sustainability

Financial sustainability looks forward to the medium and longer term to consider
whether the body is planning effectively to continue to deliver its services or the
way in which they should be delivered.

SECTION 4

■ Whist the Council has significant borrowings, the treasury management strategy is
updated each year to assess and reduce interest rates. To reduce the requirement
for borrowing, a capital reserve has been earmarked within general fund reserves to
enable capital expenditure to be funded directly from revenue. £3 million was
transferred to the general services capital fund at the end of 2015-16.

In considering financial sustainability of the Council we performed the following work:
■ Reviewing the financial position of the Council as at 31 March 2016 and future budgets
and forecasts. The Council underspent against budget in 2015-16 and there are
sufficient reserves to support future operations. Savings are identified on an ongoing
basis.
■ Reviewing financial forecasting, financial strategies and key risks over financial
sustainability. The Council had a balanced budget for 2015-16, as approved by Council
in February 2015. The Council follows a three year financial planning cycle, setting
indicative budgets for future financial years. In February 2016, Council also approved
draft budgets for 2017-18 and 2018-19 and a financial strategy for the three year
period. 2016-17 and 2017-18 both include transfers from reserves, with no transfer
planned for 2018-19. There is no longer term financial planning as management finds it
difficult to forecast future funding levels and meaningfully use this to make long term
decisions. Whilst we appreciate the difficulty in longer term budgeting in the context of
funding commitments being short-term, sensitivity analysis in long term budgeting can
be useful in strategic decision making.
■ The financial strategy allows for the transfer of any increases reserves over the
budgeted amount to the cost reduction fund. The Council has in place a transformation
program, which is supported through the cost reduction fund.
■ Budgets include efficiency savings across services. They are monitored on quarterly
basis and progress is reported to members through Cabinet.
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Value for money and best value
Value for money is concerned with using resources effectively and continually
improving services.
Bodies are responsible for making arrangements to secure Best Value through the
continuous improvement in the performance of their functions. In securing Best Value,
Local Authorities must maintain a balance of quality and cost considerations and have
regard, among other things, to economy, efficiency and effectiveness (or ‘value for money’)
and the need to meet equal opportunity requirements and contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development.
We consider value for money and Best Value throughout our testing. Some of the areas
where we had a specific focus on value for money and Best Value are:
■ Reviewing the procurement policy and considering the use of procurement within the
Council. Whilst there are corporate procurement procedures in place, the Council
recently had grant funding withdrawn as the Scottish Government identified that
procurement procedures had not been followed during the tender process. Internal
audit performed a review of the procurement arrangements for this project and found
that the staff involved failed to follow the procurement procedures and failed to
demonstrate openness and transparency. Internal audit has raised recommendations
to management in respect of this which have been accepted and an improvement plan
is being implemented.
■ Reviewing how the Council has streamlined its services. Workforce planning was
considered as part of the returns made to Audit Scotland. This is outlined further on
page 32.
■ Considering the Council’s process for continuous improvement. The Council uses a
self-improvement framework called How Good Is Our Council (“HGIOC”). This is
completed by all departments and challenged by the Council Management Team
(“CMT”). The results of HGIOC are used to inform service plans and the annual Council
Improvement Plan.

SECTION 4

■ Considering the Council’s processes for ensuring Best Value. Included within the
internal audit plan each year is a review of the systems for preparation and reporting of
performance indicators, to provide assurance over best value. Internal audit considers
best value as part of the audit planning process to ensure that this is considered during
all internal audit reviews.
With the exception of procurement, our consideration of the work of internal audit, as part
of our extended control work, did not indicate high risk findings within these areas.
Conclusion: We consider that the Council has appropriate arrangements in place for
securing best value
Following the Public Pound
Auditors are required to consider the Council’s arrangements for compliance with the Code
of Guidance on Funding External Bodies and Following the Public Pound (“the FtPP
Code”).
We considered management’s processes to comply with the FtPP Code. Internal audit
considers funding provided to external organisations on an annual basis. In 2015-16 they
completed a review of funding provided to third sector organisations. This did not identify
any high graded findings.
Management considers Enjoy East Lothian Limited (“Enjoy”) to be the Council’s only
ALEO. Members receive copies of Enjoy’s financial statements, management reports and
business plans in order to scrutinise performance. Management attend quarterly contract
meetings and all Enjoy Board meetings. One third of the Enjoy Board is appointed from
Council members. Understanding of ALEOs has improved recently and a report was
submitted to the Policy and Performance Review Committee in November 2015 outlining
the Council’s relationship with Enjoy.
Conclusion: We consider that the Council has appropriate arrangements for monitoring of
ALEOs and following the public pound.
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Governance and transparency

Governance and transparency is concerned with the effectiveness of scrutiny and
governance arrangements, leadership and decision making, and transparent
reporting of financial and performance information.

In considering governance and transparency we performed the following work:
■ Reviewing the organisational structure, reporting lines and level of scrutiny within the
Council. The Council demonstrates effective scrutiny, challenge and transparency on
decision making through various levels of committee reporting reviewed. Decisions are
transparent as actions are documented within Council and committee minutes. There
is a high level of transparency through the Council’s website, which includes minutes
and papers for all committee meetings. Committees are balanced between
administration and opposition members to ensure adequate expertise, independence
and challenge.
■ Reviewing financial and performance reporting within the organisational structure.
Reporting is of high quality, accurate and transparent. Financial reporting is presented
to Cabinet on a quarterly basis, including analysis of both revenue and capital. Reports
are sufficiently detailed, giving narrative explanations to key movements from budget.
Details of any changes to capital programmes is also given to allow these to be
approved. Reports are available to the public online, however they could be reported to
Cabinet in a more timely manner.
■ Reading the annual governance statement; as discussed on page 20.
■ Consideration of scrutiny over key risks. The corporate risk register is updated annually
by management and scrutinised and approved by the Audit and Governance
Committee. Service level risk registers are also maintained and approved by the Audit
and Governance Committee.

SECTION 4

We are required to provide specific conclusions on the following areas which relate to
governance and transparency and support our overall conclusion on this audit dimension.
Corporate governance
We updated our understanding of the governance framework and documented this through
our overall assessment of the Council's risk and control environment. This included
testing entity wide controls, including risk management, operational and compliance
controls, as reported in the interim management report.
Conclusion: Governance controls were found to be operating effectively and we consider
the governance framework to be appropriate for the Council.
Internal audit
We considered the activities of internal audit against the requirements of Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards (‘PSIAS’), focusing our review on the public sector requirements
of the attribute and performance standards contained within PSIAS. We updated the
review we undertook in 2014-15, which included a review of the internal audit charter,
reporting lines, independence, objectivity and proficiency and the range of work carried out
by internal audit. We also considered the requirements of International Standard on
Auditing 610 (Considering the Work of Internal Audit).
We reviewed internal audit reports and conclusions, and through discussion obtained the
views of internal audit of risks of fraud within the Council.
Conclusion: We apply internal audit’s work to inform our procedures, where relevant. The
review of internal audit reports and conclusions did not indicate additional risks and there
was no impact on our planned substantive testing.
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Wider scope

Governance and transparency (continued)

SECTION 4

Performance information
Authorities must prepare and publish performance information in accordance with
Accounts Commission directions.
In June 2015 Audit Scotland presented a report to the Accounts Commission
summarising a review of all Scottish councils response to the Commission’s Statutory
Performance Information Direction (2012). The Council scored favourably on the report,
with full compliance in 16 of 18 themes. Areas for improvement were identified as assets
and procurement, as there is small range of indicators in these areas.
Statutory performance indicator (“SPI”) information is reported in detail on the Council’s
website, and progress is reported to the policy and performance review committee on a
quarterly basis. The website is automatically updated when Aspireview, the performance
management system, is updated. Performance indicators are developed using the
Council plan objectives, Single Outcome Agreement outcomes and SPI categories. Each
objective, outcome and category is linked to at least one indicator during the development
process.
Included within the internal audit plan each year is a review of the systems for preparation
and reporting of performance indicators, to provide assurance over best value. Internal
audit considers best value as part of the audit planning process to ensure that this is
considered during all internal audit reviews.
Our consideration of the work of internal audit, as part of our extended control work, did
not indicate high risk findings within these areas.
Conclusion: We consider that the Council has appropriate arrangements for collecting,
recording, and publishing performance information in accordance with Accounts
Commission directions.
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Wider scope

Local follow up work
In November 2013 the Accounts Commission and Auditor General for Scotland
published a report on Scotland’s public sector workforce. The report highlighted a
number of key messages on workforce changes across Scotland in the public sector
and made a number of recommendations to the Scottish Government a number of
recommendations to the Scottish Government, central government bodies, the NHS,
COSLA and local authorities.
We performed follow up work on the report, and submitted a return to Audit Scotland
summarising our findings and conclusions. This work covered the following key issues:
•

Planning: The Council has a workforce development plan, aligned to the Council
Plan 2012-17. The purpose of the plan is to ensure the workforce is skilled,
motivated, flexible and well managed. Services do not produce specific workforce
plans, however service level workforce planning is included within service and
business plans. There is no formal succession planning in the workforce
development plan. Succession planning is completed informally through business
planning and through the course of general service planning. Staff number figures
are reported to the Council Management Team (“CMT”) on a monthly basis under
the ongoing efficient workforce management program. However this only includes
actual staff numbers, and does not forecast future numbers.

•

Service delivery: Any movement in a service, for example a new post, must go
through the service review process. Service reviews are ongoing and must be
approved by both HR and finance. A voluntary early release scheme (“VERS”) was
used in 2013-14. This was regulated by the Council’s redundancy policy and other
key documents.

•

Partnership working: There are a number of shared posts with Midlothian Council,
including the health and safety advisor, equalities officer and environmental health
team. There is shared working with Midlothian Council and NHS Lothian as a result
of the integration of health and social care. There is no partnership working with any
of the Council’s associate companies or ALEOs.

SECTION 4

•

Challenge and scrutiny: The workforce development plan was developed through a
joint consulting group with trade unions. It was scrutinised and approved by CMT.

•

Reporting: The results of service reviews are published in reports in the members’
library so members have the opportunity to comment and review. Under and
overspends are highlighted in the quarterly Cabinet reports, and this includes
savings from workforce programmes. Specific reports are prepared on any
significant workforce changes, for example reports for VERS were presented to the
Audit and Governance Committee.

Conclusion: The Council has considered workforce planning and invests time into the
workforce planning process. Reporting arrangements are robust, however there is an
opportunity for long term and succession planning to be strengthened.
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Appendices

Appendix one

Audit differences

APPENDIX 1

Adjusted and unadjusted audit differences
We are required by ISA (UK and Ireland) 260 to communicate all corrected and uncorrected misstatements, other than those which are trivial, to you. There was one unadjusted
audit difference in relation to the housing rents bad debt provision and one adjusted audit difference in relation to financial instruments.
A small number of minor numerical and presentational adjustments were required to some of the financial statement notes.

CAPTION

BALANCE SHEET

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

NATURE OF ADJUSTMENT

£000 DR

£000 CR

£000 DR

£000 CR

Bad debt provisions are calculated separately for each debtor category. In 2015-16 an additional
amount is provided within the housing rents provision in relation to universal credit. This has taken
the housing rents provision to 101% of the total debtor. An audit adjustment is raised to remove
this additional provision.

226

-

-

-

-

-

-

226

19,000

-

-

-

-

-

Unadjusted
Balance sheet – bad debt
provision

Comprehensive income and
expenditure statement – bad debt
expense
Adjusted
Balance sheet – long term
borrowings

Balance sheet – short term
borrowings

Management reclassified a number of LOBOs that had option dates during 2015-16 and 2016-17 to short term for both the 2014-15 and 2015-16 financial years, resulting in a restatement of the 201415 balance sheet. We consider that the LOBOs were classified correctly as long term liabilities as
the Council has no intention or history of repaying LOBOs early. We raised an audit adjustment to
reclassify LOBOs to long term in both the current and prior year.
19,000
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Appendix two

Auditor independence

APPENDIX 2

To Audit and Governance Committee members

■ Instilling professional values

Assessment of our objectivity and independence as auditor of East Lothian Council
(“the Council”)

■ Communications

Professional ethical standards require us to provide to you at the conclusion of the audit a
written disclosure of relationships (including the provision of non-audit services) that bear
on KPMG LLP’s objectivity and independence, the threats to KPMG LLP’s independence
that these create, any safeguards that have been put in place and why they address such
threats, together with any other information necessary to enable KPMG LLP’s objectivity
and independence to be assessed.
This letter is intended to comply with this requirement and facilitate a subsequent
discussion with you on audit independence and addresses:

■ Internal accountability
■ Risk management
■ Independent reviews.
We are satisfied that our general procedures support our independence and objectivity
Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision of non-audit
services
Summary of fees

•

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity;

•

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision of non-audit
services; and

•

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other matters.

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity
KPMG LLP is committed to being and being seen to be independent. As part of our ethics
and independence policies, all KPMG LLP partners and staff annually confirm their
compliance with our ethics and independence policies and procedures including in
particular that they have no prohibited shareholdings. Our ethics and independence
policies and procedures are fully consistent with the requirements of the APB Ethical
Standards. As a result we have underlying safeguards in place to maintain independence
through:

We have considered the fees charged by us to the Council for professional services
provided by us during the reporting period.
We have detailed the fees charged by us to the Council for significant professional
services provided by us during the reporting period in the attached appendix, as well as
the amounts of any future services which have been contracted or where a written
proposal has been submitted. Total fees charged by us for the period ended 31 March
2016 are:

Audit of East Lothian Council
Audit of Dr Bruce Fund
Total Audit
Total non-audit services
Total Fees
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Current Year
£’000

Prior Year
£’000

138
1
139
139

138
1
139
139
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Appendix two

Auditor independence (continued)

APPENDIX 2

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other matters
There are no other matters that, in our professional judgment, bear on our independence
which need to be disclosed to the Audit and Governance Committee.
Confirmation of audit independence
We confirm that as of the date of this letter, in our professional judgment, KPMG LLP is
independent within the meaning of regulatory and professional requirements and the
objectivity of the partner and audit staff is not impaired.
This report is intended solely for the information of the Audit and Governance Committee of
the Council and should not be used for any other purposes.
We would be very happy to discuss the matters identified above (or any other matters
relating to our objectivity and independence) should you wish to do so.

Yours faithfully

KPMG LLP
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Appendix three

WGA returns and grant claims

APPENDIX 3

Return

Description

Conclusion

Whole of
Government
Accounts

Whole of government accounts (WGA) is the consolidated financial statements for all components of
government in the UK. Most public bodies are required to provide information for the preparation of WGA.
External auditors are required to review and provide assurance on WGA returns over a prescribed
threshold.

The deadline for submission of the WGA pack to auditors was 26
August 2016. Due to a technical matter with the WGA document, the
submission was delayed beyond this date, although management
had completed the required work. We received the WGA pack on 2
September 2016 and have issued an unqualified audit opinion.

Housing Benefit

The Housing Benefit “HB” subsidy scheme is the means by which local authorities claim subsidy from the
Department for Work and Pensions “DWP” towards the cost of paying HB in their local areas. Claimants
benefit either by direct application to the authority or by applying simultaneously for income
support/jobseekers allowance and HB to the DWP. Eligibility for, and the amount of, HB is determined in all
cases solely by the local authority.

One error was found in the testing that could not be proven to be an
isolated error. This requires further testing (40+ testing) which is
currently being carried out by the benefits team. We will review the
testing in September and we will report on the claim following this.

Monthly instalments of subsidy are made by the DWP on the basis of authorities' estimates in March and
August. Final subsidy claims are made on claim form MPF720B which requires to be certified by the
external auditor.
Education
Maintenance
Allowance return

Education maintenance allowance (“EMA”) is a means tested weekly allowance payable to young people
from low income families to encourage them to remain in education beyond the compulsory school leaving
age. Local authorities manage the delivery of the EMA programme in respect of schools, home education,
and all other learning other than college provision.
EMA payments comprise a weekly allowance of £30 and are made by local authorities to eligible young
people. The Scottish Government reimburses the costs incurred by authorities through monthly payments
of grant. An allowance for the costs of administering the programme is also paid by the Scottish
Government.

We did not identify any exceptions in our testing and issued an
unqualified opinion on the EMA return.
Audit Scotland highlighted a potential issue regarding back payments
processed in the education management information system used by
the council (SEEMiS), which could have resulted in some students
being underpaid by up to one week. Council officers do not consider
this affected any applications in 2015-16. From our review of Council
data, there may be four students who were underpaid by one week
as they were paid from the Monday following receipt of their
application, instead of the Monday of the week in which the
application was received. In accordance with instructions from Audit
Scotland, no further audit work has been performed in respect of
these individuals.
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Appendix three

WGA returns and grant claims (continued)

APPENDIX 3

Return

Description

Conclusion

Criminal Justice
Authority return

The delivery of social work services in the criminal justice system is the responsibility of the eight
community justice authorities (CJAs) established under the Management of Offenders etc (Scotland) Act
2005.

■

No issues noted. We issued an unqualified audit opinion on the
criminal justice return.

■

No issues noted. We intend to submit the audited return by 7
October 2016.

Funding is provided by Scottish Ministers and allocated to constituent authorities by CJAs. Constituent
authorities are required to submit a financial return to their CJA detailing eligible expenditure incurred in the
financial year to enable the CJA to produce a composite return to the Scottish Government.
Non Domestic
Rates return

Non domestic rates income “NDRI” in Scotland is collected by local authorities on an agency basis and
notionally placed in a national ‘pool’, which is then redistributed among authorities based on each
authority's estimated collection levels.
In April each year, authorities submit an estimate of their expected NDRI Following the year end,
authorities are required to submit their actual NDRI yield, known as 'the notified amount' in a final return to
the Scottish Government.
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Appendix four

Defined benefit obligations

APPENDIX 4

In respect of employee benefits, each of the assumptions used to value the Council’s net pension deficit are within an acceptable range of KPMG’s expectations.
We are of the view that this therefore represents a reasonable and balanced approach, in accordance with the requirements of IAS 19.
We set out below the assumptions in respect of defined benefit obligations.
Defined benefit pension liability
2016
£000

2015
£000

(114,995)

(172,028)

KPMG comment
In line with our established practice and in advance of the audit fieldwork, our actuarial specialists reviewed the approach and methodology of the actuarial assumptions used in
the IAS19 pension scheme valuation.
Details of key actuarial assumptions are included in the table, along with our commentary.
Assumption
Discount rate
(duration dependent)

CPI inflation

Net discount rate
(discount rate – CPI)
Salary growth

East Lothian Council

KPMG central

Comment

3.5%

3.45%

Acceptable. The proposed discount rate is in an acceptable range of KPMG’s central rates
as at 31 March 2016, and is derived using methodology consistent with that used last
year.

RPI less 1.0% (2.2%)

RPI less 1.0%

1.3%

1.25%

RPI + 1% (4.2%)

Typically 0% - 1.5%
above inflation

Acceptable. The proposed assumptions are within the acceptable range.

Acceptable. The proposed assumptions are within the acceptable range of +/- 0.3% from
the KPMG central range.
Acceptable. The proposed assumptions are within the acceptable range.

The overall assumptions applied by management are considered to be reasonably balanced for a scheme with a liability duration of between 17 and 26 years. The closing deficit
decreased by £57 million compared to 2014-15, primarily due to an increase in the discount rate of 0.3%, a decrease in the rate of increase in pensions of 0.2% and a decrease
in the rate of increase in salaries of 0.1%.
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Appendix five
Action plan

APPENDIX 5

The action plan summarises specific recommendations arising from our work, together with related risks and management’s responses.
We present the identified findings across four audit dimensions – financial sustainability, financial management, governance and transparency and value for money.
Priority rating for recommendations
Grade one (significant) observations are those relating to
business issues, high level or other important internal controls.
These are significant matters relating to factors critical to the
success of the organisation or systems under consideration.
The weaknesses may therefore give rise to loss or error.

Grade two (material) observations are those on less important
control systems, one-off items subsequently corrected,
improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of controls and
items which may be significant in the future. The weakness is
not necessarily great, but the risk of error would be significantly
reduced if it were rectified.

Finding(s) and risk(s)

Recommendation(s)

1) Timeliness of financial reporting
Audit dimension: financial management
Detailed financial reports are prepared and presented to
members on quarterly basis, however these come some time
after the end of the quarter, with the quarter one report presented
in September. Audit and Governance Committee members
receive a detailed presentation of the financial statements in the
June meeting, however the year end report is not presented until
August.
There is a risk that members do not receive financial information
in a sufficiently timely manner to scrutinise financial performance
and make decisions based on financial results.

Grade three (minor) observations are those recommendations
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of controls and
recommendations which would assist us as auditors. The
weakness does not appear to affect the availability of the control
to meet their objectives in any significant way. These are less
significant observations than grades one or two, but we still
consider they merit attention.

Agreed management actions
Grade three

We are aware that management has recognised the delay in
providing financial information and plan to accelerate this going
forward. We recommend that the year end financial report is
presented alongside the draft financial statements, and that
management investigates the possibility of presenting the quarterly
reports sooner after the quarter end.

Agreed - management has already put in place actions to
ensure the year end report will be presented to members in
advance of summer recess. Arrangements have been put in
place to accelerate information to members through Q1 201617 report.
Responsible officer: Head of Council Resources / Service
manager Business Finance
Implementation date: 30 June 2017
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Appendix five

Action plan (continued)
Finding(s) and risk(s)

Recommendation(s)

2) Bad debt provision
Audit dimension: financial management
The bad debt provision is calculated separately for council tax, housing
rents, housing benefit and general bad debt. Historically the Council has
been prudent in its bad debt provision and we raised a recommendation
in our 2013-14 annual audit report that the bad debt provision was
reviewed.
In 2015-16 the housing rents bad debt provision equates to 101% of the
total debtor. This includes an element for Universal Credit, although this
will not impact rent debt until 2016-17. There is a risk that the debt is
overprovided and the Council is not recognising rent debt appropriately.

APPENDIX 5

Agreed management actions
Grade three

We recommend that management reviews the calculation methods
for the housing rents bad debt provision. This should include
analysis of debtor payment profiles to update and refresh the bad
debt and policies.

Agreed - bad debt procedures are consistently
updated and reviewed annually and in particular will be
reviewed in light of the roll out of Universal Credit.
Analysis of debt per Q1 of 2016-17 suggests the rollout of Universal Credit may significantly impact
recovery of outstanding debt. We are working to
minimise the impact of any uncollected debt to the
Council. The bad debt provision was reviewed and it
is management’s view that the provision remains
reasonable.
Responsible officer: Service manager Business
Finance / Service manager Revenues
Implementation date: June 2017
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Appendix six

Prior year recommendations

APPENDIX 6

We follow up prior year audit recommendations to determine whether these have been addressed by management. The table below summarised the recommendations made during
the 2014-15 audit and their current status.
Grade

Number recommendations raised

Implemented

In progress

Overdue

One

-

-

-

-

Two

4

3

1

-

Three

3

3

-

-

We have provided a summary of progress against overdue actions below, and their current progress.
Finding(s) and risk(s)

Recommendation(s)

Agreed management actions

1. Bank reconciliations Risk dimension: Business
Progress has been made to bring the bank reconciliations up to date, however further work
is needed to ensure all year end bank reconciliations are completed in a timely manner.
The October 2014 bank reconciliation was completed on 12 February 2015. During our
interim testing, the November bank reconciliation was in the process of being prepared.
There is a risk that the year end bank reconciliations are not completed in a timely manner
and an accurate cash balance is not reflected in the financial statements.

Grade two
Bank reconciliations should be
brought up to date and should be
completed within six weeks of the
period end.

Agreed. Work is ongoing to review the current
bank reconciliation process.

There is a risk that overpayments are made to Council employees and are not recoverable.

Complete.

Responsible officer: Service manager –
corporate finance
Implementation date: June 2015

2. Processing of leavers Risk dimension: Business
From a sample of 25 leavers, one was not processed until two months after leaving the
Council as the leavers documentation was not processed in a timely manner. This lead to a
gross overpayment of £3,981.32. The Council is taking action to recover this overpayment.

Status

Grade two
Management should reiterate the
importance to line managers of
completing leavers documentation
in a timely manner.
Management should ensure all
appropriate action is taken to
recover any overpayments made.

Agreed. Arrangements have been put in place to
reinforce the need for clear documentation.

Complete.

Responsible officer: Service manager – HR and
payroll
Implementation date: May 2015
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Appendix six

Prior year recommendations (continued)
Finding(s) and risk(s)

Recommendation(s)

APPENDIX 6

Agreed management actions

3. Chris21 audit logs and users Risk dimension: Business
Audit logs are deleted from the Chris21 system on a weekly basis for ‘housekeeping’
purposes. A PDF copy of the audit log is automatically created, and a second PDF
report created when the audit log is deleted. These reports are sequentially
numbered, however not all reports are saved. There is a risk that unauthorised or
inappropriate changes are made to system data and there is no evidence to support
the changes.

Status
Grade two

All system audit logs should be
retained on file, in sequential order.

Agreed. Audit logs have been implemented and
training accounts have been disabled.

Any generic user accounts should be
disabled to ensure these can no
longer be used.

Responsible officer: Service manager – HR
and payroll

Complete.

Implementation date: May 2015

There are generic user accounts on Chris21 which were previously used for training.
These accounts are no longer required, and there is a risk that they could be
accessed and changes made in the system.
4. Whole of government accounts – transport infrastructure assets Risk dimension: financial statements
Management completed the whole of government accounts (“WGA”) data collection
tool (“DCT”) in line with the deadline for submission to auditors on 24 July 2015. The
DCT contains an optional tab for transport infrastructure assets to help local
authorities prepare a depreciated replacement cost valuation in line with the transport
code. This tab was not completed on the unaudited DCT, however management
plans to include this within the financial submission.
There is a risk that management will not have the depreciated replacement cost
figures for transport infrastructure assets as at 1 April 2015 to allow for a restatement
of the 2015-16 balance sheet in line with the requirements of the Code.

Management should consider
completing the transport infrastructure
assets tab of the DCT prior to final
submission. Going forward, this
should be included in the first
submission.

Grade three
Inclusion of the infrastructure assets in the draft
WGA submission was an optional requirement,
with the intention that this would be included
within the final WGA submission.

Complete.

Responsible officer:
Service manager – Business Finance
Implementation date:
October 2015 (in line with WGA submission)
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Appendix six

Prior year recommendations (continued)
Finding(s) and risk(s)

Recommendation(s)

APPENDIX 6

Agreed management actions

APPENDIX
5. Remuneration6report Risk dimension: Governance
A number of corrections and presentational adjustments were required to
ensure that the remuneration report was accurate and complied with
guidance.

Status
Grade three

We recommend that the report is reviewed more
thoroughly prior to its inclusion in the annual
accounts to identify errors and inconsistencies.

There is a risk that remuneration report is inaccurate or is not in line with
guidance.

Recommendation agreed. We will continue to
ensure appropriate level of review is included
within the accounts planning process.

Complete.

Responsible officer:
Service manager – Business Finance
Implementation date: June 2015

6. National fraud initiative Risk dimension: Governance
We completed a return to Audit Scotland in June 2015 to review the Council’s
participation. This resulted in an amber grading. We consider the Council to
be progressing well through the NFI exercise, focusing on high risk outcomes.
There is opportunity for improvement by updating the NFI site more regularly
when investigations are completed.

Grade three
Management should ensure outcomes are
recorded as complete on the NFI site as they are
resolved to ensure the site is up to date.

Recommendation agreed.
Responsible officer: Internal audit manager
Implementation date: The NFI site will be
updated as soon as investigations are
completed.

7. Financial capacity in public bodies Risk dimension: Business
We completed a return to Audit Scotland in respect of our findings on financial
capacity within the Council. Our review in response to the request for data
collection identified that there is appropriate financial capacity within the
organisation to ensure effective management. However, financial
responsibility is concentrated to a few individuals with wide roles. It is likely
that with the integrated health and social care joint board, responsibilities for
the finance team will increase. There is a risk there may not be sufficient
capacity to take on this additional burden. We understand that a service
review is being considered to improve capacity within the finance team

Complete.

Grade two
It is recommended that a service review is
implemented as planned to assess capacity
within the finance team. Management should
consider its responsibilities in terms of the
integrated joint board and ensure these are
allocated to appropriate individuals. Preparation
of the annual accounts if the integrated joint
board should be included within the year end
timetable for 2015-16 onwards.

Recommendation agreed.
Responsible officer:
Head of Council Resources / Service
Managers – Business Finance and Corporate
Finance.
Implementation date: December 2015
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Appendix seven

Appointed auditor’s responsibilities

APPENDIX 7

Area

Appointed auditors responsibilities

How we’ve met our responsibilities

Corporate governance

Review and come to a conclusion on the effectiveness and appropriateness of arrangements to ensure
the proper conduct of the bodies affairs including legality of activities and transactions,

Page 30 sets out our conclusion on these arrangements.

Conclude on whether the monitoring arrangements are operate and operating in line with
recommended best practice.
Financial statements and
related reports

Provide an opinion on audited bodies' financial statements on whether financial statements give a true
and fair view of the financial position of audited bodies and their expenditure and income

Page 13 summarises the opinions we expect to provide.

Provide an opinion on whether financial statements have been properly prepared in accordance with
relevant legislation, the applicable accounting framework and other reporting requirements
Financial statements and
related reports

Review and report on, as appropriate, other information such as annual governance statements,
management commentaries, remuneration reports, grant claims and whole of government returns.

Page 20 reports on the other information contained in the
financial statements, covering the annual governance statement,
management commentary and remuneration report.
We have not reported on any grant claims.

Financial statements and
related reports

Notify the Controller of Audit when circumstances indicate that a statutory report may be required.

Page 13 sets out any notifications we have made to the
Controller of Audit.

Financial statements and
related reports

Review and conclude on the effectiveness and appropriateness of arrangements and systems of
internal control, including risk management, internal audit, financial, operational and compliance
controls.

Pages 24 to 31 set out our conclusion on these arrangements.

WGA returns and grant
claims

Examine and report on WGA returns

Pages 37 and 38 set out our conclusion on these arrangements

Examine and report on approved grant claims and other returns submitted by local authorities.
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Appendix seven

Appointed auditor’s responsibilities (continued)

APPENDIX 7

Area

Appointed auditors responsibilities

How we’ve met our responsibilities

Standards of conduct –
prevention and detection
of fraud and error

Review and conclude on the effectiveness and appropriateness of arrangements for the prevention and
detection of fraud and irregularities, bribery and corruption and arrangements to ensure the bodies
affairs are managed in accordance with proper standards of conduct.

Page 26-27 sets out our conclusion on these arrangements.
Page 26 concludes on the bodies participation in the National
Fraud Initiative.

Review National Fraud Initiative participation and conclude on the effectiveness of bodies engagement.
Financial position

Review and conclude on the effectiveness and appropriateness of arrangements to ensure that the
bodies financial position is soundly based.

Pages 26 and 27 set out our conclusion on these arrangements.

Financial position

Review performance against targets

Pages six to 11 summarise our review of how the body has
performed against it’s financial targets.

Financial position

Review and conclude on financial position including reserves balances and strategies and longer term
financial sustainability.

Pages six to 11 sets out our conclusion on the bodies financial
position including reserves balances.
Pages 25 and 28 sets out our conclusion on the financial
sustainability.

Best Value

Be satisfied that proper arrangements have been made for securing Best Value.

Page 29 sets out our conclusion on these arrangements.

Performance information

Review and conclude on the effectiveness and appropriateness of arrangements to prepare and
publish performance information in accordance with Accounts Commission directions.

Page 31 sets out our conclusion of the bodies arrangements for
performance information.
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